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ೖຌ$,'ड़ਫ਼ं 

'RQRU�FRQFHLYHG�$GXOW�IURP�-DSDQ 
 

གྷ ࢭ 
೧ࡤ  ���� ೧ɼೖຌॵਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏͶؖͤΖ๑ཱཱི͗͢Ήͪ͢ɽ͢ ͖͢ɼͬͪࢴٽΌΖड़
ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͺΌΔΗΉͦΞͲͪ͢ɽϫϑʖಊΝ௪͢ͱͪͣ״ͺɼࠄஎ॑གྷ͠Ώंڛ
͗Κ͖Δ͵͏͞ͳୌΝཀྵմ͢ͱΔ͑͞ͳೋ͢͠Ͳͤɽͨ͢ͱɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤ͗ंڛ
ෝ୴Ͳ͍Ζͳ͏͑ޣմ͍ΕΉͤɽࠕɼࣖͤΖंڛๅҕΝݸఈͤΖ๏Ͳ٠͗
ΞͲ͏Ζͳๅಕ͠Ηͱ͏ΉͤɽຌϓΧʖϧϞͲͺɼ͞ೖຌͲʹΓ͑͵खΕૌΊ༙͗
ް͵͖Ν͏͓ͪߡͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ 
 
$EVWUDFW 
-DSDQbV�ILUVW�ODZ�RQ�DVVLVWHG�UHSURGXFWLYH�WHFKQRORJ\�ZDV�SDVVHG�LQ�'HFHPEHU�������+RZHYHU��
WKH�ODZ�H[FOXGHG�WKH�ULJKW�WR�NQRZ�WKH�ELRORJLFDO�RULJLQ�RI�GRQRU�RIIVSULQJ��ZKLFK�ZH�GRQRU�
FRQFHLYHG� DGXOWV� KDG� EHHQ� H[SHFWLQJ�� ,Q� RXU� OREE\LQJ� WR� VHHN� RXU� OHJDO� ULJKWV�� ZH� KDYH�
H[SHULHQFHG�KRZ�GLIILFXOW� LW� LV�WR�PDNH�SHRSOH�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH� LPSRUWDQFH�RI�SUHVHQWLQJ�WKH�
WUXWK� WR�FKLOGUHQ�DERXW� WKHLU� FRQFHSWLRQ�DQG� WKH�SUREOHP�RI�GRQRU�DQRQ\PLW\��0DQ\�SHRSOH�
EHOLHYH�WKDW�WKH�ULJKW�RI�GRQRU�RIIVSULQJ�WR�NQRZ�WKHLU�ELRORJLFDO�RULJLQ�SODFHV�D�VWUDLQ�RQ�GRQRUV��
+RZHYHU�� LW� KDV� EHHQ� UHSRUWHG� WKDW� WKH� ZRUNLQJ� JURXS� WDVNHG� ZLWK� DPHQGLQJ� WKH� ODZ� LV�
SUHSDULQJ�WR�DGG�D�FODXVH�DERXW�WKH�GLVFORVXUH�RI�OLPLWHG�LQIRUPDWLRQ�RI�GRQRUV��,�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�
H[SORUH�ZKDW�NLQG�RI�VWUDWHJ\�WKRVH�RI�XV�LQ�-DSDQ�VKRXOG�WDNH�WR�JDLQ�WKH�ULJKW�WR�NQRZ�RXU�
ELRORJLFDO�RULJLQ�DW�WKLV�IRUXP� 
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ๅ ࠄ 

ͺͣΌͶ 
੶௫ࢢ߀ͳਅ͢Ήͤɽࡤ೧ɼೖຌͲॵΌͱͳ͵Ζਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏͶͯ͏ͱ๑ཱ͗Ͳ͘Ήͪ͢ɽ

๑Ҍ͗ड़͠Ηͱ͖ΔཱིΉͲɼͬͪࢴͺड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤΝΕࠒ͞ͳΝٽΌͱϫϑʖಊΝ
͏ٺॉ͵๑ཱΝ͞Ξ͵Ͷ౾ݗɼࠕͧ͵Ήͪ͢ɽ͖ͨ͢͢Γ͑͵๑ཱͶͺ͵Δͥɼ͏ߨ
Ͳཱིͦ͠Ζචགྷ͍͗Ζ͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳΝ͏ࢧ͵͗ΔɼͥͮͳಊΝ͢ͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͨวΕ
͖ΔɼࠕɼՁ͗ೖຌͲୌͶ͵ͮͱ͏ͱɼޛࠕʹ͑͏͑՟ୌ͍͗Ζ͖ͳ͏͕͑ΝͲ͘Ηͻ
ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
೧ཱིͪ͢๑ཱͶͯ͏ͱͺɼਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏͶؖͤΖ๑ཱ͗ॵΌͱͲ͘Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳΝՃͤࡤ

Ζ͘Ҳఈ͍͖ͮͪͳͺ͏ࢧΉͤ͗ɼࣙࢴਐͺͨͨ๑ཱ͗Ͳ͘Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳͶͺࢧ͵
͏͍͗ΕΉͪ͢ɽࢴͺࢢڛͲਫ਼ΉΗͪंࣆͲͤ͗ɼࣙࢴਐͺࢢڛͶͺൕଲཱིͲͤɽ
๑ཱ͗Ͳ͘Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳͺɼ๑దͶٗ͞ढ़͗ΌΔΗͱ͢Ή͑ͳ͏͑͞ͳͲɼͨ͞Ͷ͵
Νͥͮͳͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͪ͏ࢧ ͫҲ๏ɼࢢڛͶͯ͏ͱͺ͑ࢯΌΔΗ͵͏ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ
๑ཱ͗Ͳ͘ͱͲ͘͵͚ͱɼΏΘ͑ͳ͓ࢧͻΏΗͱ͢Ή͑ɼͨ͑Ͳ͍Ζ͵Δͻɼͬ͘Ξͳͪ͢
ϩʖϩΝఈΌΖ๑ཱΝ͚ͯͮͱɼਫ਼ΉΗͪਕɼɼंڛΊΞ͵ͶͳͮͱΓ͏๏๑Νݗ౾
͢ͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͑Ͷࠕͺͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
 
ࣙड़ਫ਼ࣰࣆΝஎΖ 
Ήͥɼࢴ؈ୱ͵়ࣙހղͲͤɽࢴͺ ΝஎΕɼࣙࣙਐͶҪ׳ͳ͘ͶҪఽ࣮ࡂ��

ఽ͢ͱ͏Ζ͖͢Η͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͶೲΞͫ͞ͳ͖͗ͮ͘͜Ͳɼ͖ΔࣰࣆΝ͝ࠄΔΗΉͪ͢ɽ
ͨͳ͘Ͷซ͏ͪ͞ͳͺɼh ͕͠Ξͳͺ݄͗ͯ͵͗ͮͱ͏͵͏͖ΔබـͺҪఽ͢ͱ͏͵͏ ͳɦ͏
͑͞ͳɼh ੴɼܜጱָබӅͲΏͮͪʱh ंڛͶͯ͏ͱͺΚ͖Δ͵͏ʱͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͪ͢ɽͨΗ
Νซ͏ͱɼ��೧ௗ͏ؔɼͶӇ͠Ηͱ͏ͪͳ͏͑͞ͳͶଲ͢ͱɼࢴͺ͚ͤ͟εϥρέΝण͜
Ήͪ͢ɽࢴਕਫ਼ͳ͏͑ͺɼ��೧ؔɼͯ͏ͪ͑ͨͶΕཱིͮͱ͖ͪ͘ͳ͏͑
͑Ͷͣ״ͱ͢Ή͏Ήͪ͢ɽΉͪɼࣰͨࣆΝஎͮͪޛɼͺͨ͞ͳΝӇͨ͑ͳ͢ͱ͏Ή
ͪ͢ɽबΕͶஎΔΗͱͺ͏͜͵͏͞ͳͳ͢ͱѽ͑Ͳͤɽ͗ࢴਫ਼ΉΗͪٗढ़͵Ͷɼͺͨ
͞ͳΝਕͶஎΔΗ͚ͪ͵͏ɼޛΘΌͪ͏ɼ͖ͥ͢͏͞ͳͲ͍Ζ͖Γ͑Ͷѽͮͱ͏ͱɼͨΗ͗
ͳͱεϥρέͲͪ͢ɽࣙࢴਐͶͯ͏ͱ͍ΕΉΉΝΌͱΔ͓ͱ͏͵͏Γ͑Ͷͣ״ͱ͢Ή
͏Ήͪ͢ɽ 
ͺࢴ �� ��Νஎͮͪͳ͘ɼָӅͶ௪ͮͱ͏Ζָਫ਼Ͳͪ͗͢ɼࣰࣆͲࡂ ��ͳ͏͑ͺɼࢴࡂ

೧ؔݩܨΏରݩɼ͏Θ͏Θ͵͏ࢧड़ΝΊ॑ͱͲ͘ͱ͏ͪͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽౖ͖ͨ͢͢ୈड़
ࣙ෨͗ࠕΉͲࣙ͗ͮࢧͱ͏ͪ͞ͳͳҩ͑ͳݶΚΗͱ͢Ή͑ͳɼͨͶΊ॑ͱͪ͘͏
Θ͏Θ͵ݩܨΏରݩસͱ͗͑ͨͲ͍͖ͮͪΓ͑Ͷࢴͺ͓ࢧͱ͢Ή͏ɼՁ͗ຌ͵͖Κ͖Δ
͵͚͵ͮͱ͢Ή͏Ήͪ͢ɽҲରɼࣙͺՁं͵ͫΘ͑ͳ͏͑͘͵҈Ͷ͠Δ͠ΗΉͪ͢ɽ 
Ή͏ࢧΗͩΗҩ͑ͳͨंࣆͱ͏ΖͲͤ͗ɼஎΕͪ͏ཀྵ༟ͺɼͮࢧΝஎΕͪ͏ͳंڛࢴ

ͤɽࣙࢴਐҲ൬͏کཀྵ༟ͳ͢ͱͺɼͳࢢͳ͏͑ʰϠόʱ͖Δ͗ࢴਫ਼ΉΗͪͳ͏͑͞ͳͲ
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ͺ͵͚ɼͨ͞ͶͬΎΞͳਕ͗ղ͢ࡑͱ͏ͪɼࣰࡏͶਕ͗͏ͪͳ͏͑͞ͳΝ͖֮Όͪ͏ͳ͖͑ࢧΔ
Ͳͤɽ͖ͫΔͨ͞ɼๅͲͺ͵͚ɼҲౕͲ͏͏͖ΔճΚͦͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͑Ͷͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
ॵͺҲਕͲೲΞͲ͏Ήͪ͗͢ɼਕͶ૮͢ͱΊͪ͞ͳ͍Εɼ͖͢͢Ͷଲͤ࠹Νஎͮͱࣰࣆ

Ζ൳ఈద͵͞ͳΝͶͤΖͫ͜Ͳ൹ΏඉೋΝΓ͚ण͜Ήͪ͢ɽஎͮͱൔ೧͛Δ͏ͬܨɼॵΌͱ
ଠंࣆ๏Ͷ͕ճ͏ͪ͢Ͳͤ͗ɼͨͳ͘ͶΏͮͳೲΞͲ͏͏ͳ͓ࢧͱɼೲ͞ͳΝڒ
͠ΗͪΓ͑Ͷͣ״Ζ͞ͳ͗Ͳ͘ͱɼ͚ͤ͟Άͮͳ͢Ήͪ͢ɽͨޛɼ͠ΔͶंࣆྡྷ͗ͮ͗߁
ͱɼ���� ೧ͶࣙঁήϩʖϕΝཱིͬ͝Ήͪ͢ɽ 
 
๑ಝྭ๑ཱི 
Ͳͺɼࡤ೧ ���� ೧Ͷཱིͪ͢๑ཱͶͯ͏ͱɼ͞ Ηͺh ਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏڛٶ;͞ΗͶΓΕड़

ਫ਼ͪ͢ࢢܐؖࢢͶؖͤΖ๑ಝྭͶؖͤΖ๑ཱʱͳ͏͑໌Ͳͤɽ���� ೧ �� ݆ �� ೖ
Ͷ٠ӅͶ๑Ҍ͗ड़͠Ηɼ��݆ �ೖͶ๑ཱཱི͗͢ͱ͏Ήͤɽ๑Ҍड़͖Δ �ुؔଏΔͥͲ
ཱི͢ͱ͢Ήͮͪ๑ཱͲͤɽ 
͞๑ཱద͗Ձ͖ͳ͏͑ͳɼࠅͳҫྏंແΝఈΌΖ͞ͳͳ͢ͱɼཀྵ೨ద͵͗Ήͥ

ॽ͖Ηͱ͏Ήͤɽͨ͢ͱɼ͑ͪٗ͢͞ढ़Ͳਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹܐؖࢢΝఈΌΖͳ͏͑͗͞๑
ཱ͘͵దͫͳݶΚΗͱ͏Ήͤɽ๑ཱͲ݀Ήͮͪ͞ͳͺɼंࢢΝཤ༽͢ͱࢢʹ͗
ਫ਼ΉΗͪɼಋқͪ͢ͺதड़൳͗Ͳ͘͵͏͞ͳɼंཝࢢΝཤ༽͢ͱ৹ड़ͪ͢
 ΞͫঃΝͳͤΖͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͤɽͺɼ
Ҳ๏ɼ͑ͪٗ͢͞ढ़Ν୯͓͗Ζ͖ɼʹٗढ़ΉͲΝ͓Ζ͖ɼ୯͗ंڛͶ͵ΗΖ͖

ͳ͏ͮͪٗढ़ΝࣰͤࢬΖͶ͍ͪͮͱϩʖϩͺՁ݀ΌΔΗͱ͕Δͥɼ͑ͪٗ͢͞ढ़Ͳਫ਼ΉΗͪ
ͫ͜ܐؖࢢΝͶ݀Όͪ๑ཱͶ͵ͮͱ͏ΉͤɽͨͪΌ �� ଵ݀٠͗͠Ηߴ
ͪ๑ཱͶ͵ΕΉͪ͢ɽͬͪࢴͺड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤฯ্ΝٽΌͱ͏ͪͲͤ͗ɼͨΗɼޛࠕ � ೧
ؔͶݗ౾ͤΖͳ͏͑Γ͑͵͞ͳ͗ଉͲ͠ىΗͪͫ͜ѽ͏ͳ͵ͮͱ͢Ή͏Ήͪ͢ɽ 
͑ͪ͢͞๑ԿླྀΗͺࠕΉͲͶՁౕ͖͍ΕΉͪ͢ɽҲ൬͘͵͗ਫ਼җҽճ

͗ ���� ೧ͶๅࠄॽΝड़͢ɼͨΗΝण͜ͱਫ਼࿓ಉͲਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏ෨ճͳ͏ཱི͑͗ͬ͗
ͮͱɼ���� ೧Ͷๅࠄॽ͗ड़ͱ͏Ήͤɽ͕ Γͨ �೧ͶΚͪΕ͞ୌͶͯ͏ͱ͢ߨ͗͏ΚΗ
Ήͪ͢ɽಋغͶɼ๑ແͲࢢ๑෨ճͳ͢ͱ๑෨ݗ౾͠ΗΉͪ͢ɽ���� ೧ๅࠄ
ॽͲͺɼʤηϧχ̓ʥҕΞͲ͍Ζᶅ͖Δᶉ಼༲͗ๅ͠ࠄΗɼ͞ΗΝخͶ๑ཱͶ͵Ζͳ͏͑ͫ
ͮͪͲͤ͗ɼ٠ҽ๏ൕଲ͵ʹ͍ͮͪͳซ͏ͱ͏Ήͤɽ݃  ɼ๑ཱͶͺ͵ΕΉͦΞͲͪ͢ɽۃ
͞Ͳࡤ೧๑ཱͲͺૻΕͶ͠Ηͱ͢ΉͮͪΓ͑͵՟ୌ෨Ҳఈɼๅ͗͠ࠄΗͱ͏Ή

ͪ͢ɽʹٗढ़ΝΌΖ͖Ώɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͶͯ͏ͱસࣖͳ͏͑ंڛ͗໌ࢱΚ͖
Ζͳ͞ΘΉͲΝࣖͤΖͳ͏͑ܙͲΌΔΗͪͶ͵ͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽंڛͶͯ͏ͱͺɼɼ
 ͳ͏͑͞ͳ͗ɼࣰͺॽ͖Ηͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽࢯےɼӨཤద͍ͮͦΞͺࢯےຕ͖Δͺࢠܓ
ͺɼΏͺΕ๑ཱΝ͚ͯΖͲ͍Ηͻɼͦͬͪࢴ Όͱ͞ ���� ೧ๅࠄॽΝਫ਼͖ͪ͢Ν͚ͯͮ

ͱΆ͢͏ͳࡤ೧ϫϑʖಊͲ͓ͱ͘Ήͪ͢ɽ͞Ηͫؔ͜Ν͖͜ͱ٠͢ͱɼ͏Θ͏
Θ͵Պ͗ॄΉͮͱड़ͪ͢ๅࠄॽͲ͍ΖͶɼ಼ͨ༲ͺΆ·ൕӫ͠Ηͱ͏ΉͦΞɽࡤ೧Ͳ͘
ͪ๑ཱͺɼ���� ೧ࣙౚϕϫζΥέφοʖϞͲҌౖ͗ୈͶ͵ͮͱ͏Ήͤɽ͞ ���� ೧Ҍ
Ͳͺɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͶͯ͏ͱͺɼ���� ೧ๅࠄॽ͖Δ͖͵Εܙͪ͢ୂޛҌͲ͚ͯΔΗͱ͏Ζ
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Ͳͤ͗ɼ݃ͨۃΗ͗ࡤ೧ɼ๑ཱͳ͢ͱ௪ͮͱ͢Ήͮͪͳ͏͑য়ସͲͤɽ 
Ͳͺɼࡤ೧ɼϫϑʖಊΝ௪͢ͱ۫ରదͶՁΝٽΌͱ͖ͪ͘ͳ͏͑ͳ͞Θʤηϧχ �ʥͲͤ

͗ɼΏͺΕड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤΝΌͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͳɼͨͲҲࠃ͚ๅΝฯ؇ɼ؇ཀྵ
͢ͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳɼͨ͢ͱɼͨ͑ͪ͢ๅΝʹΓ͑Ͷࣖ͢ͱ͏͚͖ɼͨεητϞͰ
͚Ε٠Ν͢ͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳΝ͓ͱ͘Ήͪ͢ɽͪ ͫ͢ɼरਜ਼Ҍ͗ݗ౾͠ΗΖ͞ͳ͵͚ɼ
๑Ҍ͗ड़͠Ηͱ � ुؔͲ௪ͮͱ͢Ή͏Ήͪ͢ɽ݃ۃɼͬͪࢴकͺण͜ΗΔΗΉͦΞͲ͢
ͪɽ͵ͧɼण͜ΗΔΗ͵͖͖ͮͪͳ͏͑ͳɼ͞Ηͺϫϑʖಊ͵ʹΝ௪͢ͱࢴͺɼΏͺΕࣆ
ंݳয়͗ཀྵմ͠Ηͱ͏͵͏Ͳͺ͵͏͖ɼͨ͢ͱड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͶൕଲ͢ͱ͏Ζ٠ҽ͗Ҳఈ਼
͏Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳΝͣ״Ήͪ͢ɽ 
ؖࢢͲͤ͗ɼ͑ࢧΝ֮ͶͤΖͳ͏͑ͳ͞Θ͗దͳ͢ͱ͍ͮͪͳܐؖࢢ೧๑ཱͺࡤ

ΝΌΖͳ͏͑ͺɼ͖֮Ͷ֮Ͷ͵ͮͱ͏͵͏ΓΕͺ֮Ͷ͵ͮͱ͏ΖΆ͑͗ષ͏͏Κ͜ܐ
Ͳɼ͵͖͵͖ൕଲ͢ͰΔ͏಼༲ͫͳࢴ͏ࢧΉͤɽͪͫɼͨ͑͢Ͳ͍Ζ͵Δͻɼ͗୯͖ɼ
͗୯͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳͫ͜Ͳͺ͵͚ɼंڛ๑దஏҒͶͯ͏ͱͬ͘Ξͳཀྵ͢ͱ֮ͶͤΖ΄͘
Ͳͺ͵͏ͫΘ͖͑ͳ͏ࢧΉͤ͢ɼࡤ೧ɼϫϑʖಊ͵ʹΝ͢͵͗Δͨ͑͏͑क͢ͱ͘Ή͢
ͪɽଡ͚๏ͪͬͺɼ͏͖ͯࢢ͗ंڛʹͶղ͢ͱ͚ΖͲͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳΝৼഓ
͢ͱ͏ͪΕɼंڛ๏ͪͬͺɼ͏͖ͯਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹ͖ΔՁ͖ٝແద͵Νགྷ͠ٽΗΖΞͲ
ͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳͶ҈Νͣ״ͱ͏Ζͫͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽͨ͑Ͳ͍Ζ͵Δͻɼ͗୯͖ɼ͗୯
͖ͫ͜Ͳͺ͵͚ͱɼंڛ๑ద͵ཱིͬҒͳ͏͑ͺ͑͞͏͑͞ͳͲͤͳ͏͑ͳ͞ΘΉͲͬ͘
ΞͳఈΌͱॵΌͱ͗ܐؖࢢ֮Ͷ͵Ζͳ͓ݶΖͲͺ͵͏͖ͳɼࢴͺ͏ࢧΉͤɽ 

 
', ड़ਫ਼ंͳ͢ͱ͞ͳ 
ͱ͏Ήͤʤηϧͣ״ΞͲ͏Ζ͞ͳ͗ཀྵմ͠Ηͱ͵͏ͳंࣆͲਫ਼ΉΗͪڛࢢͺɼࢴ

χ̕ʥɽ͗ͬͪࢴҲ൬ࠖͮͱ͏ͱɼ࠹ୌͫͳͮࢧͱ͏Ζͺɼࠄஎ॑གྷ͠ͳंڛๅ͗Κ
͖Δ͵͏͞ͳͲਫ਼ͣͱ͏ΖୌͲͤɽࠄஎͶͯ͏ͱͺɼࣙࢴਐର͖ݩΔΚ͖ΖΓ͑ͶɼΏͺ
Εࠄஎ͠Ηͪ͗غங͏ͪΌͶɼͳ৶བؖ͗ܐ๊͚͘Ηͱ͢Ή͏ΉͤɽΉͪɼࠄஎɼʹ
͑͢ͱݶΚ͵͜Ηͻ͵Δ͵͏ͳ͏͑ࣆସͶ͵ͮͱɼͺͣΌͱ͏͑ͳ͏͑ࠕ͗ܙͺଡ͏Κ͜Ͳͤ
͗ɼͨ͑Ͳͺ͵͚ɼ͗ࢢʹ͞ͳΝ͓ͪߡͲࣰࣆΝఽ͓Ζͳ͏͑ܙࠄஎͲ͍Ζචགྷ͍͗
Ζͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
Ήͪɼंڛๅ͗Κ͖Δ͵͏͞ͳͲɼͬͪࢴήϩʖϕͶҫྏΝणਏͤΖࡏ҈Ν

͓Ζਕ͗͏Δͮ͢Ύ͏ΉͤɽබӅͶ͖͖Ζͳɼh ਐۛ͵ਕͲ͑͞͏͑බـ๏ͺ͏Ή͖ͤʱ͵ʹ
Γ͚ซ͖ΗΖͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ͑͞͏͑බـͶ͵ΕΏͤ͏Պͫܧͳ͖ɼͨ͑͏͍͑Ζͳ͑ࢧͲ
ͤ͗ɼͨวͶͯ͏ͱɼͬͪࢴͺ͓Ζ͞ͳ͗Ͳ͘ΉͦΞɽΉͪɼۛ࠙Նͳ͏͑ͳ͞Θ
ͲͺɼࠕͺೖຌՌਕՌָճΪχϧϱɼਫ਼ΉΗΖࢢʹͺ �� ໌ΉͲͳ͏͑͞ͳͶ͵ͮ
ͱ͏Ζ͖ͳ͑ࢧͲͤ͗ɼঙ͵͚ͳɼ͗ࢴਫ਼ΉΗͪେͶͺͨΞ͵ϩʖϩͺ͍ΕΉͦΞͲͪ͢
͢ɼͮ͘ͳɼ͍Ζఖ਼ౕҡܓ͗͏ΖͫΘ͑ͳ͏͑͑Ͷࣙࢴਐͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
Ήͪɼ͗ࢴंڛΝஎΕͪ͏ͺɼࣙ͗ҲରՁं͵͖Κ͖Δ͵͚͵ͮͱ͢ΉͮͪΓ͑͵

҈͍͗Ζ͖ΔͲͤɽ͖͗͢͢ंڛΚ͖Ηͻસͱմ݀ͤΖ͖ͳ͏͑ͳɼՁͳ͓ݶ͵͏ɽΚ͖
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ͮͪΔΚ͖ͮͪͲɼͮ͘ͳୌ͗ਫ਼ͣΖͫΘ͑͵ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ 
Ͷɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͶൕଲ͢ͱ͏Ζ๏͗ΏͺΕҲఈ਼͏Ζͳͣ״ͱ͏Ήͤ͗ɼͨΗ͗Ձ͖ͳ

͏͑ͳɼϫϑʖಊࡏͶΓ͚ݶΚΗͪͲͤ͗ɼंڛϕϧώεʖΝगΖචགྷ͍͗Ζͳ
͏͑͞ͳͲͤʤηϧχ̖ʥɽΉͪɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤΝΌΖͳͮݰ͗ंڛͱ͢Ή͑ͳ͏͑͞ͳ
Γ͚ݶΚΗΉͪ͢ɽ͞ ͞Ͷͺޣմଡ͚͍Ζͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤ͗ΌΔΗΖͳɼ
գڊɼࢢΝͪ͢ڛਕͳ͞ΘͶಧષʰ͍͵ͪࢢʹͲͤʱͳࢢʹ͗ͱ͚Ζͳ͏͑
ϟʖζΝͪΗͱ͏Ζਕ͗ଡ͏Γ͑͵Ͳͤ͗ɼͨΞ͵͞ͳͺ͍ΕΉͦΞɽ๑ཱ͗Ͳ͘ͱ͠ߨࢬ
ΗͪޛͶਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹͶ͖ͨ͢ݘཤͺΌΔΗ͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͺɼͬͪࢴͬΘΞཀྵմΝ
͢ͱ͏Ήͤɽड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤ͗ɼྭ͓ͻɼ͞ɼΌΔΗͪͳ͢ͱɼࢴंڛๅ͗ࢴͶૻ
ΔΗͱ͚Ζ͖ͳ͏͑ͳɼͨ͑Ͳͺ͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͬ͘ΞͳΚ͖ͮͱ͏Ήͤɽड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤ
͗ΌΔΗͪޛंڛͳ͏͑ͺɼࣖͤΖ͞ͳΝͳ͢ͱंڛͶ͵ͮͱΆ͢͏ͳͮࢧͱ
͏Ήͤ͢ɼࣖΝ͚ͪ͢͵͏ͳ͏͑ਕͺंڛͶ͵Δ͵͏ͳ͏͑મ͗Ͳ͘Ζͳɼࣙࢴਐͺͮࢧ
ͱ͏Ήͤɽͨ͑͏͑ͳɼͨͨॄ͗ंڛΉΔ͵͚͵ͮͱ͢Ή͑ͳ͏͑͑ͶݶΚΗͱ͢Ή
͑Ͳͤ͗ɼݺࢴਕͳ͢ͱͺɼͨΗͲ͓ߨ͵͚͵Ζٗढ़Ͳ͍Ζ͵Δͻɼ͑ͨΗͺΏΌΖ΄ͫ͘
ͳ͏͑͑Ͷͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
,'ࠕචགྷ͵ͺɼࠕ ٗढ़Νକ͜ΖͪΌͶͺɼʹ ͞ΉͲࢢʹݘཤΝΌͱ͏͏͖ͳ

͖ɼڒ༲Ͳ͘Ζ͖Ͷͯ͏ͱ٠Ͳͺ͵͚ͱɼޛࠕٗढ़Νକ͜ΖͲ͍ΗͻɼؖΚΖਕɼΊΞ
 ͱ͏Ήͤʤηϧχ̗ʥɽͮࢧΖ͞ͳͫͳ͓ߡͶ͵Ζ͢͏ΏΕ๏Νͦ߀͗͵
͑͢͞ͱ͗ࢴ', ͞ͳͶͯ͏ͱ͏Θ͏Θͳ͓Ζಊ͢ͱ͏ΖΝݡͱɼࢴͺࣙͪͬ͗

ͪ͢͞ͳͲࢴΝೲΉͦͱ͏ΖͳͮࢧͱೲΞͲ͏ΖͫΘ͑͢ɼࢴͺࢴͲɼΏͺΕ͞ಊΝΏΖ͞
ͳͲΝೲΉͦͱ͏ΖͲͺ͵͏͖ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ݃ Ηͻɼଡɼ͜͵͓ࢧͳͦ߀͗ʹࢢɼۃ
ͦ߀ͳͺ͓ͥࢧɼٱͶ͗ͦ߀Ͳ͵͏ͳࢢʹͫͦ߀ͳ͗͢ـ͏͵͓ࢧΉͤɽͨͨ',
ΝમͲͺͦ߀͵ՊఋΝ͚ͯΕͪ͏ͳͮࢧͱɼଡ͚ͺ', ΝમΞͫͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽͨ ͑Ͳ͍
Ζ͵Δͻɼࢢʹͦ߀Ͷ͵ΗΖΓ͑͵ ', ࡑΕ๏Ν͓ߡͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽͨ͞Ͷͺɼ
ͳࢢʹͫ͜Ͳͺ͵͚ͱɼΏͺΕंڛଚࡑ͍ΖͲͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ 
எ͢ͱΆ͖ͮͪ͢͢ɼٗढ़ΝӇͤ΄͘͞ͳͳ͢ͱѽͮͱࠄཱིͳ͢ͱͮͳ͚ʹࢢͺࢴ

Ά͚͢͵͖ͮͪɽͨ͢ͱɼंڛͶͯ͏ͱͺஎΕͪ͏͞ͳΝஎΕͪ͏ͳ͘Ͷ͓گͱΔ͓Ζڧ
Ν͚ͯͮͱΆ͢͏ͳ͏͑͑Ͷͮࢧͱ͏ΉͤɽଡɼཱིɼंڛཱིͲΞͲ͏Ζ͞
ͳ͍͗Ζͳ͑ࢧͲɼͨ͑ͪ͢͞ͳΝಁΉ͓ͪͲɼ୯͖ݘཤΏགྷٽΝܙͪ͢ݸͲ͖͢Ͳ͘
͵͏ٗढ़Ͳ͍Ζ͵ΔͻɼࢴͺͨΗͺؔҩͮͱ͏Ζͳ͑͢ࢧɼΊΞ͵͗ͦ߀Ͷ͵ΗΖΏΕ๏Νͪ
Ͷ͓ߡΖචགྷ͍͗ΖͲͺ͵͏͖ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 

 
ΉͳΌͳ͢ͱʗ͞Η͖Δ',  ΚΗΖ͵Δͻߨ͗
ंڛଚࡑͺࠕΉͲͺӇ͠Ηͱ͏ΖͲͪ͗͢ɼٗ͞ढ़Νକ͜ͱ͏͚Ͳ͍Ηͻɼ͑

ঙ͢නͶड़ͱ͚Ζଚࡑͳ͵Ζ΄͘Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽͪͫɼࢴͺࢢڛͳཝࢢڛͺ
ҩ͑ͳͮࢧͱ͏ΉͤɽࢢͺҫྏΝղ͠͵͚ͱ͗ڛͲ͘ͱ͢Ή͑ɼͫ ͖Δͨ͞ࠕɼ616
ͲΏΕͳΕ͵ʹ͗ୌͶ͵ͮͱ͏ΉͤɽͨΗ͗͑ࢯΌΔΗ͵͏ҐɼϩʖϩΏড়݇Ν͓ߡͱ
͑Ή͚͏͚ಕΝ͓ߡΖ͖͢͵͏͖ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ͖͢͢ཝࢢڛΝಋͣΓ͑Ͷ͓ߡΖ͞ͳͺɼ
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χψʖΓΕ͘͏ͳ͏ࢢෝ୴͗ंڛͱ͏ΉͤɽͨΗͺɼͮࢧਐͺͬΒͮͳೋ͢͏ͳࣙࢴ
͑қັͲͲͤɽ 
ͱ͏Ζ͖ͳ͏͑ͳʤηϧχͮ͵͑ʹࡑݳɼೖຌ๑ཱಊ͗͘ࡑݳ ��ʥɼ���� ೧Ͷ๑ཱ͗

Ͳͪ͘ޛɼ٠ҽ࿊ͳ͏ཱི͑͗ͬ͗ΕɼՊΏंࣆΝড͏ͱ૱ճ͗ ��յΆʹ͖Η
Ήͪ͢ɽࠕͺɼͨΗͺͽͳۢΕͯ͏ͱ͏ΖஊΓ͑Ͳͤɽ݆ซๅಕͶΓΖͳɼ͏Θ͏
ΘͳૻΕͶ͢ͱ͏ͪ՟ୌͶͯ͏ͱ೧಼ʤ���� ೧಼ʥͶͺրਜ਼๑ҌΝ͚ͯͮͱཔ೧௪ࠅճͶ
ड़༩ఈͳ͏͑͑Ͷๅಕ͠Ηͱ͏Ήͤɽ಼ͨ༲ͳ͢ͱͺɼड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤΝฯ্ͤΖͪΌͶ
ૌ৭Ν͚ͯͮͱͨ͞ͲๅΝฯଚͤΖͳ͏͑Ҍ͗Ͳͱ͏Ήͤɽͪͫ͢ɼࣖͤΖๅҕΏฯ
ଚؔغɼ੧ٽͲ͘Ζ೧ྺͺพݗ౾ͫͨ͑Ͳͤɽ͞͞Ͳ͗ࢴΏͺΕـͶ͵ΖͺɼࣖͤΖๅ
ҕ͗ޛࠕɼݗ౾͠ΗΖͳ͏͑ͲͤɽๅͺસࣖͲ͍Ζ΄ͫ͘ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ζ͖ΔͲͤɽ
ͮ͘ͳ͞Ηͺंڛෝ୴ΝݰΔͤͪΌͶࣖͤΖๅΝͤݸΖͳ͏͑͞ͳ͵ͫΘ͑ͳ͑ࢧ
Ͳͤ͗ɼंڛৼഓͳ͖ɼෝ୴ΝܲͤݰΖͪΌͶɼࣖͤΖๅΝͤݸΖͲͺ͵͚ɼࢢ
ʹͳंڛؔͶͬ͘Ξͳ͗ंͮͱ҈ৼ͢ͱࣖͲ͘Ζ͞ͳɼΉͪࢢʹΏंڛয়
ԋରࢩͱɼ͞νϝϱήͲࣖ͢ͱ͏͏͖ɼͨ͑͏͑͞ͳΝஇͤΖՊ͗͏ͱɼݡΝڱ
Ν͚ͯΖ͞ͳͲंڛৼഓΏ҈ΝݰΔ͢ͱ͏͚Άࣰ͑͗ݳద͵Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ή
ͤɽ 
ड़ࣙΝஎΖݘཤͳ͏͑Ͷͺɼࢴͺ � ஊ͍Ζͳͮࢧͱ͏ΉͤɽΉͥͺ͖Δࠄஎ͗͠Η͵

͏ͳɼࢢʹࣙਐͺंڛΝஎΕͪ͏͖ɼஎΕ͚ͪ͵͏͖મ΄ΉͦΞɽ๑ཱ͗ฯ্ͤΖͺ͞
ӊ෨ʤंڛๅͶͯ͏ͱڛɼηϧχ ��ʥͫ͜Ͳͤ͗ɼ͗ࢢʹͶࠄஎͤΖͪΌ
ࢩԋҲॻͶ͕͞͵ͮͱ͏͚චགྷ͍͗Ζͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽंڛͶͯ͏ͱͺɼસͱ͗ࢢஎΕͪ͏
Κ͜Ͳͺ͵͏͢ɼஎΕ͚ͪ͵Ζغ͏Θ͏Θҩͮͱ͚Ζͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ 
దͶۅಊ͵ʹΝΏɼϫϑʖࠅͱ͏Ζ͢ߨೖͺɼ๑ద͵ଲԢ͗ೖຌΓΕࠕͶɼޛ࠹

Ν͏Θ͏Θซ͚͞ͳ͗Ͳͪ͘Ͳɼ͞ࠅͱ͏Ζଠͮߨ ޛυΡηΩρεϥϱͲͺɼ੍ ඉɼ
ޛࠕ � ೧ؔͳݶΚΗͱ͏Ζؔغ౾ݗؔͶɼͬͪࢴͶʹΓ͑͵͞ͳ͗Ͳ͘Ζ͖ɼՁΝͤΖ΄
͘͵͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳΝև͠Ξͳ͢ͱ٠Ͳ͘Ηͻͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
 ΔͺҐͲͤɽ͍Ε͗ͳ͑͟͡͏Ήͪ͢ɽ͖ࢴ
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3UHVHQWDWLRQ 

In 2020, -DSDQbV�ILUVW�ODZ�RQ�DVVLVWHG�UHSURGXFWLYH�WHFKQRORJ\�ZDV�HQDFWHG��)URP�WKH�WLPH�WKH�

bill was submitted until it was passed, we lobbied for the right to know our biological origin; 

however, this was not the case. We were wondering why politicians needed to rush to pass the 

law when we were actively lobbying. Today, I would like to discuss the current issues with 

donor insemination (DI) in Japan and the issues in the future. 

Regarding the recent law, I believe that a certain number of people evaluated the first law 

regarding ART in Japan. However, I personally had complicated feelings. I am a donor-

conceived person, and I am against sperm donation. The establishment of the law means that 

this technology is legally recognized, and I have always had mixed feelings. However, 

conversely, I believe that sperm donation can no longer be stopped. Even if a law is enacted or 

not, if people desire to use donated sperm, they will be able to do it. If so, I believe that the 

proper rules should be reflected in the law, and politicians and professionals must consider a 

good DI for the offspring and their parents.  

Let me briefly introduce myself. When I was 23 years old, my father got a genetic disease and 
I was very concerned that it might be inherited by me. Subsequently, my mother told me that I 
was DI conceived at the Keio University Hospital, so my father and I have no biological 
connection. Therefore, I never inherited his disease. Additionally, she also told me that she did 
not know the details of the sperm donor. 

For 23 years, it was a secret hidden from me, and that shocked me greatly. These 23 years of 
my life were established based on lies. Even after I knew the truth, my mother still attempted 
to hide it. She did not want other people to know the truth. She treated DI as something guilty 
and shameful, and that also shocked me. As for myself, I felt that my mother did not respect 
me as I am.  

When I was 23, I was a student in a graduate school. I believed that the experience for 23 years 
had made my identity. However, the very foundation of my life, my biological origins, was denied. 
I felt that everything in my life was false, and I was puzzled over the reality of the truth. I started 
wondering who I was, and there was substantial anxiety. I think that each donor-conceived 
person has a different reason for wanting to know their donor. I wanted to know about my 
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donor because I wanted to ensure that two persons were involved in my conception, my mother 
and the donor. I did not want to think that I was born by my mother and just sperm (reproductive 
material). Consequently, I wanted to meet my donor, and I really struggled with this. I was alone, 
and when I talked to someone about my feelings, a number of them would criticize me for 
denying my parents�denying P\�SDUHQWVb�DFWLRQV��+RZHYHU��� months later, after I knew the 
truth about my conception, I could meet other DI people, and I felt relieved because I was not 
alone. Additionally, I also felt acceptance of my struggle and anxiety about my birth. 
Subsequently, I expanded the circle of donor-conceived adults, and we established the DI 
Offspring Group, which is a self-support group for donor offspring in 2005.  

Let me discuss -DSDQbV�ILUVW�ODZ�RQ�ART, which was established in 2020. The official name of 
WKH�ODZ�LV�n6HLVKRNX�KRMR�LU\⒗ no Teiky⒗�R\REL�NRUHQL\RUL�VKXVVK⒗VKLWD�NR�QR�R\DNR�NDQNHL�QL�
NDQVXUX� PLQS⒗� QR� WRNXUHL� QL� NDQVXUX� K⒗ULWVX�|� 7KH� ELOO� ZDV� VXEPLWWHG� WR� WKH� +RXVH� RI�
Councilors on November 16, 2020, and the law was passed on December 4, 2020. The law was 
passed less than 3 weeks after the bill was submitted, and it is stated that the primary purpose 
of the law is to determine the responsibilities of the nation and the healthcare workers and 
also to define the parenttchild relationship built by donor conception. What was defined by the 
law is that when a woman has a child by using donor sperm, the consenting husband cannot 
deny the child as illegitimate. Additionally, the woman who gives birth is considered as the 
mother of the donor-conceived child if she used donated eggs to get pregnant.  

This law does not set any rules as to who can use this technology under what conditions or 
who can become a donor. Just 15 riders, or supplementary resolution, were attached, which 
resulted in the passing of this law. We desired the right to know about our biological origin, but 
the right to know is also treated as specified in the supplementary provisions. These provisions 
specify that the situation will be considered in the next 2 years. 

In the past, there were several attempts�the Assessment Subcommittee for Advanced 
Medical Technologies of the Health Science Council submitted a report in 2000. And in 2003, 
a Subcommittee of the Health Science Council also published a report. Previously, every 
several years, there would be new developments in this area, and the Ministry of Justice 
Subcommittee on legislation for parents, children, and children related to assisted reproductive 
medicine discussed the issue and submitted a report. In response to these reports in 2003, the 
contents of (1)t(5) enclosed were reported, and it stated that the law would be based on the 
report by the Subcommittee of the health Science Council. However, I heard that the members 
of the Diet were against it, and it consequently did not become a law. However, the report 
included that GRQRUVb identifying information should be disclosed to donor-conceived adults 
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and that the commercial purposes of donations and gamete donation within the family circle 
should be prohibited.  

Additionally, we also appealed to this issue through lobbying in 2020. We desired the law to 
utilize the content of the discussion so far. Although there were reports issued by various 
experts after spending so much time discussing it, they were hardly reflected, and the law, 
based on a proposal from a 2014 LDP project team, was passed in 2020.  

In 2020, we conducted extensive lobbying activities, and our specific request was the 
recognition of the right to know RQHbV biological origin; storage and management of information 
on donors, recipients, and donor-conceived children as soon as possible; and the creation of a 
system to disclose their information. However, the law was passed 3 weeks after the bill was 
submitted, so our requests were never considered. Through lobbying, I felt that lawmakers 
were unaware of the situation and the issues surrounding donor-conceived people. Additionally, 
I believe that there are assembly members who have a negative opinion about the right to know 
the biological origin.  

I recognize that it is important to define the parenttchild relationship in the case of donor 
conception, but I think that it should be defined by not only who the father or mother is (of 
donor-conceived children) but also WKH�GRQRUbV legal position. Many parents are worried that 
the donor may intervene in their FKLOGbV�OLIH one day, and the donors are also worried that they 
may have future obligations to donor-conceived children. Therefore, I believe that the law 
should state the information of the mother and father of donor-conceived children but also the 
GRQRUbV�OHJDO�SRVLWLRQ� 

I feel that our desires as donor-conceived adults have not been sufficiently understood. I want 
to increase awareness about us. I think the most troublesome and important issues around 
donor conception involve telling the truth to the children of anonymous donors. As highlighted 
from my experience, the delaying of telling the truth to the children also increases the risk of 
severing the relationship between parents and their child. Additionally, we often saw cases 
where parents were unable to hide the fact and told the truth in a serious situation; however, I 
believe that the truth should be told because of the benefit it provides in creating a better 
future for the child. 

Additionally, many members in our group are worried about visiting medical clinics and 
hospitals because they do not have the GRQRUbV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DQG�therefore lack their biological 
background. Additionally, there is a risk of consanguineous marriage. When I was born, there 
were no rules to limit the number of children per donor. Consequently, I believe that I have 
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several half-siblings. Currently, according to the guidelines of the Japan Society of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, up to ten children can be born from a donor. I want to know my donor because 
I am uncomfortable that without this information, I will not know who I am. I know that 
identifying the donor would not resolve all of my problems, but I still want to know him. 

Some people are opposed to the right to know the biological origin. Their objections involve 
the protection of donor privacy and the prevention of donor shortages. Furthermore, some 
people are also afraid of the situation whereby a donor child would find his/her sperm donor, 
appear suddenly, and say, n,� DP� \RXU� FKLOG�|� However, this situation will not happen. We 
understand that it is not retroactive; we will never know our donors. After the right to know the 
biological origin is granted by the law, only people who can disclose their identity will donate 
sperm or eggs, and those who do not want to disclose should not become donors. This may 
result in a donor shortage; however, I feel that DI should be stopped if it does not succeed 
because of donor shortage. 

What we need now is not a discussion about how much we can accept or tolerate to continue 
the current DI technology. If we are going to continue this technology, we must find ways that 
will satisfy everyone involved.  

Seeing my recent involvement in lobbying, my parent probably thinks that they are bothering 
me because they used DI, and I believe that my lobbying may be bothering my parents too. 
After all, if a child does not feel happy, perhaps the parents do not think they are happy, and 
conversely, if the parents are not happy, the child does not think they are happy either. AI 
believes that everyone chose DI because they wanted to create a happy family. If so, I think 
that we should pursue DI in such a way whereby not only parents and children but also donors 
can be happy.  

As a child, I wanted the truth to be told earlier. I wish that they would not treat DI as something 
that requires hiding. I desire an environment where donor-conceived people can access the 
GRQRUbV�LGHQWLI\LQJ�LQIRUPDWLRQ�ZKHQ�WKH\�QHHG�LW��I am sure that the parents have their desires; 
therefore, the rights and the desires of the parties should not be restricted. If DI is the kind of 
technology that has to impose restrictions on this, it is not worth undertaking. We need to think 
of ways to satisfy everyone through technology. 

The existence of donors was quite hidden until recently, but if we continue DI, I think that it 
should be more transparent. I am sure it is different between sperm and egg donors. In the 
case of sperm, you do not need medical assistance. People can find a donor via SNS, and it 
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has become a big issue recently. Therefore, as long as DI cannot be stopped, we must consider 
appropriate rules and regulations. Now, as for egg donation, I feel that it is a little difficult to 
think of egg donation in the same way as sperm donation. Egg donors would have to bear a lot 
more of the burden.  

As for the present legal developments in Japan, after the law was passed in 2020, there was a 
parliamentarian league that established the future of assisted reproductive medicine. The 
league was launched in December 2020, and they held general meetings and invited parties 
and experts. They held 14 meetings in total. According to a newspaper last month, it is reported 
that various pending issues will be revised by the end of 2021 and submitted to the ordinary 
session of the Diet in 2022. However, what I am still concerned about is that the scope of donor 
information to be disclosed will be considered in the future. I believe that the disclosure of a 
GRQRUbV� LGHQWLI\LQJ� LQIRUPDWLRQ� LV� LPSRUWDQW, and I am sure that information restriction will 
adapt to reduce the burden on donors. The experts who decide whether it is okay to disclose 
the information at a specific time by analyzing the situation of the child and the donor and 
assessing whether a third party can appropriately enter between the child and the donor and 
disclose it with confidence are important. I believe that the existence of the experts is a more 
realistic response to reduce the worries and anxieties of providers by creating a support system. 

I believe that there are two stages about the right to know the biological origin. If parents do 
not tell their children about conception through DI, the children are unable to have a chance to 
consider if they want to know the donor. The law guarantees only this right part (providing 
donor information, slide 11), but I think the support parents for telling is needed. Not all children 
want to know about donors, and the timing at which they wish to find out the donor would differ 
from child to child. 

Today, I was able to hear stories of lobbying and various stories in other countries where the 
legal response precedes that of Japan. I hope we can discuss the potential strategies required 
to gain the right to know our biological origin with everyone who is participating in this forum.  

That is all for me. Thank you very much. 
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